











































































































Chapter 3 Linear Transformations

From chapter Z we understand how matrices can be

used to solve systems of linear equations In this

chapter we will view them very differently as functions

from R to Rm

3 IOperationsonMatricese
Let's put our understanding of systems

aside for

the time being
and instead think of a matrix as

just a block of numbers

A matrix A is said to have size men mbyn if
it has

mrowsandncolumhs.EE
4 is 3 2 a ar is 2 2

Az an

An nxn matrix is called a squarematrix

As in the above example we sometimes use aig to
denote the entry of A in rowi.coumnj














































































































When dealing with matrices abstractly we may write

IA la

Two matrices A aig and D bij equal if they
have the same size and the same entries i.e

Aig bij for all i j
Okay but

II I nweto
with theseA wentY

Well just like
with vectors we can

addtwomatricesofthesame.ie

If A aig B bij then AtB a bj

l's It l
i Htt too














































































































what is
4,1 1,3

Not defined

The sizes are different

Instead of a Zero vector we have a zeromatrix

The Mxn Zero matrix is 0mm

E Oa Oo Oo Oo

We can also multiplyamatriia
If A aig and TER then tA ta

af L Htt t

These operations satisfy properties similar to what

we know for vectors

Eg tCAtB tat th Omnt A A

At B BTA etc














































































































MatrixMultiplication

In order to define the notion of a product

of matrices let's first see how to define

multiplication of a matrix A and a vector 5

suppose A faa aia and
Yea

Define the product AI to be the vector

it
So y dot product of 1st row of A with I

Yz dot product of 2nd row of A with 5

17 14 Iii's i 1 1.51

whywouldwedefineitlike.tk














































































































Because this new vector resembles the left hair
side of a systemotequations So instead of

saying that I is a solution to Atb we can

simply write AI To

Just like we know for systems 82.3 the product

combination of the columns of AAI is a linear

a I L p
fifty

Now suppose we have a second matrix D by
z
bj

and want to define a matrix product BA

Howshouldwedo.it














































































































Lets define it in terms of vector multiplication
of the columns of A

BA ok fol okD
b Aut bazaar buaiztbn.az

bzi9 it bazaar baaiztbzr.az

Ex kill Iii
L L

Note This may look complicated
but it's not

In row i column j of BA the entry is the dot

product of B's ith row and A's goth column

This works because the tofu is equal
to the ofrow ofA














































































































Let's use this example to define the product of

matrices more generally

Definition If B is an men matrix and A

is an rep matrix then BA is the Mip
matrix whose i j entry

is the dot product of

the ith row of B with the goth column of A

If the of columns of B is not equal to the

number of rows of A the product BA is not

defined

I p Ii 3

kill Il

12,140251 I Yg














































































































mail O

kill I
t

i
of rows of µ

3

0351341 1
2

We will think of a 1 1
matrix as a scalar

So for us 2 Z

Properties If A B C are matrices of the

correct sizes and te IR then

Ii A Btc A AC

a coma ca

Ciii A Bo AB C

iv t AB TA B A TB














































































































Remarks

1 Matrix multiplication is not commutative

TABtBA in general

1 11 hi 19 11 1891
2 Matrix multiplication is not cancellative

wecanhaveAB ACbutB

Ex 19 1 1 1 X but I 4g

z The zero matrix times
any

Matrix A is the zero

matrix

4 Let the nxn identity
matrix be

In E Ez e

where E Ez En is the standard basis for IR














































































































so Iz flop Is f etc

If A is any Mxn matrix then mA A In AIf

The equation A A In AE AE ten shows that

theithcolumnofAIstei
This will be important in 3 2

We sometimes just write for the identity matrix

when its size is clear from context

5 If A and B are two matrices that multiply

all vectors I in the same way then
A B

theorem If A and B are Mxn matrices and

A5 85 for all vectors I c R then A B














































































































Proof If A I BE for all vectors I then

AEi Bei for each ei in the standard basis

By remark 4 this means that the ith column of A

and the ith column of B are the same for all i

Therefore A and B have the same entries so A B B

TransposeofaMatrix
we can turn an Mxn matrix A aig into an

nxm matrix by turningrowsintocolumnsand
columnsis This matrix is called the

transpose of A denoted A

Formally the li.gl entry of A is Aji the Gii
entry of A

E f j fit
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prope rtiesiforallmxnmatricesAand.LT
lil A A
ai µg a o

Iiiil TA EAT for all te R

liBA




